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the second one is the better of the two. it is a bit more intense, less relaxed, but a lot more powerful. the musicians really made an effort with this one. it is almost like they took it on as a kind of challenge to see just how much they could do. thats not to say the first album wasn't good, but the second one is really a tour de
force. in fact, its hard to think of any album that comes close to this one, or that such a seamless blending of styles could have been accomplished. it will always be my favorite jazz album. (dg) 2. mind games (mgm/polydor) the best jazz album released during the 1960s. its a perfect blend of miles davis at his most sensitive
and exploratory, and the ever-reliable miles davis band, whose personalities are very well-represented by the personnel. the other band members -- bassist charlie parker, pianist hank jones, and percussionist art blakey -- are expert, and the quartet is so tight that you almost forget there are other guys in the band. the music
on this album is a continuation of the superb self-titled miles davis album from the previous year, and the album is one of the best representative pieces of "miles" that you will ever hear. in the mid-1950s, a young pianist and composer at the top of his game emerged from the east african capital of nairobi to play jazz
throughout the world. he was james diatta, and he moved on to record four very nice albums on the verve label. the first two were good and the third is a bit of an improvement, but the fourth was a disaster and he has never recorded again, not for the first time. this album is on a label founded by ellington and others after
he left verve, and it is very good indeed. a great album from a great artist. (ks)
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following the successful success of the uks first mingus tribute album, les cousins, branford is concerned that the album wont find its way into the states, where the good, the bad & the ugly is still some way from being released. for my part, i cant understand why this album wasnt heard in the states, as it is an essential
addition to the repertory of any dedicated jazz fan. it is a full-blooded tribute to the great stride pianist, and it makes you feel that the great man is still with us, though still cant be heard for the first time in the states. branford has compiled a superb album and he deserves the widest audience possible. (ks) the debut album

of this european quintet, this set has a sound that is fresh, inventive and full of exciting new directions. on this album, we have a sextet, with guitarist eric demann and his group of musicians from the borzoi inn. the signature sound of this group is very special and this album is a very good example of the group and their
musical language. (ks) set 2 takes off with i feel the earth move, another set of four tunes recorded with three of mingus biggest influences: bird, monk and coltrane. and of course it is a highlight of the album that doesn?t sound like anything else recorded at that time. it is a kind of a cocktail with the three influences that
makes the musical sign of the times. the rhythm is there a full group playing together. it is a very nice composition that has a lot of space and feeling, and it is one of the best compositions on this album. (ks) the pianist, composer and bandleader is an artist who has long been acknowledged for his strengths in composition

and improvisation. this album contains a number of originals, and the band plays with intense expression. it?s a very good album, well worth hearing. (ks) 5ec8ef588b
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